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Silverstone 15 Pin Power
Conn.+7pin standard SATA

Data Conn.to combined
SATA 22 Pin Power & Data

SATA Connector, with
470uF Capacitor and Check

LED, Short Circuit guard

$11.99
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Short Description

SilverStone’s extensive experience in designing small form factor chassis and power supplies has brought
about numerous innovations that extend to cabling accessories. In a quest to maximize usable space within a
set limit, the CP13 was created. It is a specially designed SATA drive extension cable that extends 15pin SATA
power and 7 pin SATA data into a 22pin combo connector.
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Description

SilverStone’s extensive experience in designing small form factor chassis and power supplies has brought
about numerous innovations that extend to cabling accessories. In a quest to maximize usable space within a
set limit, the CP13 was created. It is a specially designed SATA drive extension cable that extends 15pin SATA
power and 7 pin SATA data into a 22pin combo connector. Its 180 degree thin profile helps it fit in extremely
tight spaces so connection is still possible even if drives are stacked directly on top of each other. For extra
insulation protection, internal heat shrink molds are used while tantalum capacitors provide stable voltage.
There are also built-in LED indicators to show connection/power status for the cable. With high quality
material and innovative features, the CP13 is an invaluable accessory for any enthusiasts.

Features

￭ 180 degree combo connector eliminates interference with adjacent drives

￭ Heat shrink molds for insulation protection

￭ Integrated tantalum capacitors provide stable voltage

￭ Includes LED indicators

Specifications

Model No. SST- CP13

Color Black

Connectors

Input Connectors:
1 x Standard 15pin SATA power connector
1 x Standard 7pin SATA data connector
Output Connector:
1 x 180° combo SATA 15pin power connector & SATA 7pin data connector (22pin)

Capacitor size 470μF

Transmitting
Speed 6Gb/s

Cable length Data cable 500mm, power cable 100mm

 

Remark

* Both LED indicators should light up when powered with or without drive connected. If not, then please
disconnect it immediately and return the cable back to place of purchase within warranty period.
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Additional Information

Brand SilverStone Technology

SKU CP13

Weight 0.3000

Color Black

Cable Type 15pin Sata/7pin SATA to 22pin SATA

Length 50cm

Vendor SKU/EAN 844761013776


